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Focus of conference
◦ The role and legitimacy of expertise in policymaking increasingly questioned
◦ Time to think about policymaking regarding experts and expertise



Theme: Knowledge and society
◦ In policymaking what experts and expertise are recruited?
◦ How do they get it wrong, and what gaps are there?



Theme: Policy in practice
◦ What does the ‘crisis of expertise’ mean for rethinking policymaking in practice
◦ When does it fail, and why?



Theme: Innovation and experimentation
◦ What innovative approaches to policymaking and expertise hold the most promise?
 greater public participation and democratisation of policymaking
 Wider meaningful representation of civic and expert knowledge

All these themes work into my focus on rethinking the public inquiry on science,
2
technology and environmental change (or impact), otherwise STE inquiry

Goal: explore & develop an enhanced participatory approach for the STE public inquiry
Aims:
 Identify contemporary participatory engagement weaknesses in the STE public
inquiry at national and state levels on controversial S&T

 Explore enhanced participatory conduits to deepen the capacity of the STE public
inquiry to engage with complex issues of controversial S&T and the environment
and society
 Analyse relevant institutional contexts of the public inquiry to facilitate that in
Australia regarding the STE public inquiry
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Since ca. 2000 the S&T policy participatory turn begins (EU, UK esp.)



Also in env. sustainability approaches for more effective policy outcomes
◦ Overall: collaborative, partnership, inclusive engagement, etc.



Late 2010s: new governance env. policy approaches = principles of good governance
and env. sustainability (‘stronger’ forms)



Public inquiry examples though remain few, e.g. in STE:
◦ GM Nation, nanotech upstream engagement, STEP (Australia), TA (Denmark) …
◦ 1974 Berger Inquiry process arguably remains the seminal public inquiry example:
 relatively open forums of engagement and agenda setting; open information, equitable
funding, and resource support, formal and community hearings
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 The public inquiry, as an authoritative part of the policy process in liberal democracies,
includes parliamentary inquiries, royal commissions, task forces, committees, and reviews.
 especially at national and state governance levels
 A primary reason of the inquiry is to resolve highly contentious issues that have attracted significant
distrust in government, here, the so-called ‘technological inquiry’.

 However, its inadequacy to resolve numerous issues around adverse environmental and
social impacts of controversial ‘big’ S&T is a growing public policy problem
 of significant distrust in govt. capacities to formulate effective policy win-win outcomes
for all, esp. communities and/or the broader civic sphere
 In Australia, most topically, GMOs, wind farms, nuclear, and coal seam gas (CSG) mining
 In this socio-environmental context, I refer to the Science, Technology and Environment
(STE) public inquiry, as a ‘subset’ of the public inquiry
 So, what are the problems of the STE public inquiry?
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The STE public inquiry in Australia is typically decoupled from new governance contexts and
principles regarding participatory decision-making pathways.
 Typical ‘decoupled’ problems as former Green Party Senator Scott Ludlam highlighted in his
submission to the SA 2015 Royal Commission on the Nuclear Fuel Cycle include …
 “narrow terms of reference, an unbalanced expert panel and consultation failures … and a crisis
of confidence in the process”

 Similar issues reflected Aust. public inquires on nuclear, GMOs, wind farms, and CSG
 Most studies (the few in OZ, most OS) find they most often represent legitimation exercises
to advance controversial technologies
 conclusions:
 Inadequately address numerous local social, environmental, and interrelated sustainability issues
 Bias to development, economic prosperity, technological determinism, and ‘progress’
 Social conflict ,stakeholder confidence , & opportunities for win-win outcomes 
 Adds to a treadmill of failed, ad hoc, and reactive policy making over the last 25 years at least
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• Australian STE inquiries and
benefit/concern perspectives
• Aligned to the participatory turn

The nuclear waste debate in
Australia 1999-2017
(i) nuclear development issues

1. MEDIA ANALYSIS

(ii) inquiry processes and
participatory issues
(4 inquiries)

GMO, wind farm, and CSG
inquiry processes and
participatory issues
2. SUBMISSION ANALYSIS

2015 RC submissions
2015 Senate CSG Inquiry
2013-2017 State submissions

3. INTERVIEW ANALYSIS

Interview 1 analysis
of critical groups re
participatory aspects of
RC on nuclear fuel cycle

a) Broader picture of nuke power development (1999 onwards)
a) media analysis of benefit and concern perceptions (no benefits done here)

b) Stakeholders or interests in the nuclear debate
c) % of concerns
d) 2015 SA RC inquiry concerns raised
e) Suggestions for better participation
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Figure: Percentage of benefits and concerns cited each year (n=187 for total number of
benefits and n=489 for total number of concerns in all (276) articles). The data labels on the
top of each bar show the number of benefits or concerns cited each year
NB: sourced from 52 national, regional, and community newspapers and ABC & SBS news online
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3c. Concerns about nuclear development cited
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3d. Inquiry concerns re the 2015 SA RC contrast to 3 other nuclear inquiries:
2000 Lucas Heights, 2005 NRWMB, and 2006 UMPNER
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Interviews with 16 participants who had raised participatory issues in
relation to the SA RC in their submissions
 out of 40 submissions identified who could be contacted and/or willing/able to
participate
 4/16 outside WA

 250 submissions (many pro-nuclear industry interests trying to sell equipment)
Interview Participants
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental groups 5
Anti-nuclear organisations 3
University researchers 2
Local governments 2
Aboriginal interests 2
Union Delegates 2
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Concerns about the SA RC terms of reference
 Terms of reference were narrow, biased to pro-position, and rushed

Concerns about the SA RC committee
 The committee was biased

Concerns about the SA RC process





Concerns about the real agenda behind the SA RC
Inadequate public information and consultation (very high)
Information sessions dominated by technical informants
Hearings witnesses selected excluded most challengers

Concerns about the submission process
 Issues papers were biased, narrow and very technical
 Guiding questions to address biased, leading, and highly technical (‘framing
boxes’), largely inaccessible to many

Concerns about the SA RC outcome
 Economic assumptions not trustworthy
 The report ignored risks associated with nuclear waste
 The report relied mainly on pro-nuclear perspectives
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Theme 1(71%): enabling effective public representation in the inquiry
◦ more public awareness & education about the public inquiry and its issues
◦ more representation of civic interests and their diversity

◦ prior and ongoing dialogic exercises about the issues (and is the inquiry really necessary)
◦ public engagement in setting up the TOR and inquiry processes
◦ inquiries need to be more open and transparent about the intentions
◦ valuing civic interest knowledge in partnership with experts

◦ independent and unbiased inquiries


Theme 2 (21%): alternative participatory exercises
◦ innovative dialogic engagement exercises
◦ transparent and meaningful ones



Theme 3 (7%): addressing other participatory barriers
◦
◦
◦
◦

political barriers
the ignorant and passive culture of Australia
resource inequities for better civic representation
inaccessible inquiries, including language and remoteness
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The majority of concerns about nuclear development centred around ‘governance and policy’,
in particular ‘public inquiries’ regarding:
 terms of reference
 inquiry committee and its expertise
 inquiry processes
 inquiry outcomes
 Regarding the SAR RC, main concerns as barriers to civic participation:
 inadequate public consultation,
 lack of transparency in the inquiry process
 narrow terms of reference
In turn, many participatory suggestions reflected contemporary trends to participatory
governance with some interesting suggestions
 Such evidences strengthens:
 the argument that the STE public inquiry has major participatory deficits in key areas of
process and practice around expertise, knowledge, and legitimacy
 that a more innovative participatory public inquiry is needed to increase policy capacity
to more effectively address the many complexities around controversial science,
16
technology and environmental (and social) change.

